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On the occasion of the Council of Europe Conference of Ministers of Culture “Creating our 
future: creativity and cultural heritage as strategic resources for a diverse and democratic 
Europe” (Strasbourg, March 31-April 1)  in the framework of the Italian Presidency, the 
Ministry of Culture of Italy presents a performance by world renown artist Quayola, whose 
computational work creates new bridges between cultural heritage and future visions.

The Ministry of Culture of Italy wishes to dedicate this performance to the artists and 
culture operators of Ukraine.

#CultureAgainstWar

—

Transient is an audiovisual concert for two motorized pianos and video projections performed by Quayola/
Seta. A real-time improvisation in which the artists collaborate with complex algorithms in order to generate 
compositions of a delicate anthropic and technological balance. The software, especially developed for 
Transient, simultaneously generates sound and images, creating perfectly synchronised synesthetic 
alliterations. 

The interaction with the technological apparatus, and the creative dialogue between entities that are 
cognitively and constitutively different, produces a form that constantly evolves. Transient is the land of 
impermanence that mutates and transforms into infinite iterations, feeding off its own processual nature. In 
the unlimited space between 0 and 1, data is consolidated into expressive units, becoming matter, musical 
compositions and computational paintings. Transient refers to the heritage of classical music, here evoked 
by grand pianos, and the painting traditions, hypothesizing new sonic landscapes and visual polyphonies. 
Pianos and paintings are freed from hand gestures. Non-human virtuosity, composed through mathematical 
functions, animate the keys and the canvas, exploring new parametric possibilities. Infinite notes and 
chromatic elements multiply and articulate themselves in unison.  

Quayola and Seta attempt to penetrate deep computational logic to explore unusual expressive modalities. 
The algorithmic aesthetic is weaved together with natural progression; notes rain down, crashing and pounding 
on the keyboard. Data creates organic infused patterns, and looped, recurrent rhythms and polyrhythms. 
Transient combines the harmony and tensions between human and technological, natural and artificial,
organic and synthetic, generating pictorial and sonic compositions of an abstract naturalism. 
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